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Kassel Stravani
General Information Physical Characteristics

Species: Geshrin Height: 5'5“
Gender: Female Weight: 145lbs
Age: 32 Measurements:
Employer: Origin Industries Bra Size: C
Occupation: Ship's Captain Eyes: Brown
Rank: Captain Hair: Brown
Current Assignment: ss_nanashi

Kassel is an NPC played by Kai

Physical Characteristics

Description: Kassel is a medium-height woman with a thin, yet curvaceous frame. While Not nearly Big,
she has meat in all the right areas and sports a near-hourglass figure. Hair Color and Style: Kassel has
short, straight brown hair, cut above her ears. Distinguishing Features: Short hairstyle.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality:Kassel has a very calm personality, and is a fairly relaxed person. she enjoys taking things
easy, and will stay cool in nearly any situation. Likes: Traveling, Alternative rock music, comfort foods.
Dislikes: hyperactive people, really loud things, and schedules Goals: To own her own cruise ship, and
travel the galaxy in comfort and style.

History

Family: Lars Stravani, Father, Deceased. Ellouise Stravani, deceased.

Kassel Grew up in space, on her family's cruise ship, which motsly toured the Galactic core, but regularly
traveled farther as part of a yearly tour. In YE 29, the Cruise ship was in the taiie system delivering
colonists when the SMX Attacked. During the attack, Kassel's parents forced her into an escape pod,
telling her to save herself. She watched helplessly from the pod as SMX ships destroyed her home, but
somehow managed to escape unharmed. In the years following that, she used her skills in piloting
starships to work a few odd jobs, until finally she was picked up by an odd Yamataian woman, who
offered her a job at Origin Industries. Kassel's skill saw her rise in ranks until she was given command of
a ship.
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